
Text on Textiles Lecture and Workshop for New 
Braunfels Area Quilt Guild 
Susie Monday, instructor


Susie Monday. Art. Ideas
My art work and teaching are informed by a life long journey exploring, understanding 

and pushing into the creative process. Join me for an hour exploring the path 
I’ve taken for that journey through themes, technology, skills and curiosity while 
you reflect upon your own journey. Includes a brief hands on drawing experience 
that helps you explore your own path. Depending on the size of group, we will 
share these creativity maps. Supplies are simple and a list will be provided 
before the lecture. Live-stream lecture with recorded slide show shared via 
Zoom. Live Q & A.

Text on Textiles
Workshops

Live demos and recorded videos in this workshop will cover some fun techniques for 
adding words to your images, both digitally and” in real life.”  Each participant 
will make and share a magazine collage and smartphone photos with filters that 
open up a world of possibilities for your textile art.  We will also do some simple 
cut-and-paste letter form experiments and simple foam stamps for hand-printed 
fabric. Downloadable PDFs for participants after the workshop. 

Workshops include live instruction, Q&A, a Zoom share and discussion of exercises, 
experiments and examples. PDF copies of tutorials and links to videos are 
mailed in digital form to participants. A supply list will be provided.

Notebook or sketchbook and pen


5 sheets of white bond or cover stock

3 sheets black construction or bond paper

Paper cutting scissors

glue stick

Magazines, newspaper to cut up for collage exercises


Smart phone and/or iPad (preferred) or other similar


Old towel for padded printing surface, brayer if you own one (I will have several to share)

Container for water

disposable gloves if you like

9” by 12” mailing envelope 


